
2 & 3-year-old and Adult 

Welcome to this special program designed for our youngest nature enthusiasts aged 2-3, accompanied by their adult 

companions. This camp is a unique bonding experience where little ones, with the guidance of their grown-ups, can discover 

the wonders of the natural world. Join us for a week of gentle exploration, sensory play, and shared moments of joy in nature! 

Price is for child and adult. Bring a water bottle, snack and backpack. Registration closes Thursday prior to all camps. (DG) 

Age: 2-3 w/adult       Limit:      7/15 
ID# Name Date Day Time Fee 
28511-01 Gardening  May 20-May22 M,Tu,W 9:15-10:45am $40 
28511-02 Nature Detectives  June 3-5 M,Tu,W 9:15-10:45am $40 
28511-03 Fossils June 17-19 M,Tu,W 9:15-10:45am $40 
28511-04 Water  July 1-3,* M,Tu,W 9:15-10:45am $40 
28511-05 Animals  July 15-17 M,Tu,W 9:15-10:45am $40 
28511-06 Butterflies July 29-31 M,Tu,W 9:15-10:45am $40 

*No Camp July 4 
 

Gardening – A camp designed to introduce your little ones to the wonders of planting, growing, and caring for plants 

in a fun and interactive way. Dive into the exciting world of seeds as little gardeners explore different types, shapes, 

and sizes, before planting their very own. 

NEW! Nature Detectives - This fascinating camp introduces your camper to the wonders of nature through activities 

and playful exploration, such as birdwatching, bug exploration, nature songs and movement.  

NEW! Fossils - Dive into the wonders of the past with activities, playful learning, and hands-on exploration 

unleashing your inner paleontologist. Sensory-rich digging activities, discovery of hidden "fossils" and creative 

projects will have you “digging” this camp.  

Water – Splish Splash with us as we enjoy water play, nature exploration, and sensory experiences as you learn 

about the role of water in supporting plant and animal life. Express creativity through watercolor art projects 

inspired by the colors and movements of water. 

Animals –Embark on a mini safari to observe and learn about prairie animals such as rabbits, birds, and insects. 

Engage in sensory play with animal track impressions and textures and explore different footprints left behind by 

prairie inhabitants.  

NEW! Butterflies – Discover the enchanting world of butterflies and pollinators through exploration and interactive 

learning for these winged wonders. Make butterfly wings and take a stroll along a nature trail to discover plants that 

attract butterflies. 

 


